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 With the Battle of the Leyte Gulf and the attack on the Sagittari Colony – battles that resulted in the 

decimation of the Kairn Imperial Fleet – both in the past and the Allied fleet en route back to the base, Rear Admiral 

Val’ri Raiajh finally approved her first officer’s oft-made request to return to duty aboard Starbase 719.  Within 

days of receiving approval, Captain Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson was back on duty, sitting in her office, busy with the 

work associated with her duties as the Executive Officer of the starbase in addition to the additional duties Admiral 

Raiajh had requested she take on regarding the day to day operations of the station itself, allowing the admiral to 

devote more of her time to issues as Sector Coordinator. 

 Pearson was still a bit worried about the twin girls growing inside her, in spite of the fact that both Dr. 

Sylvan Xaran – the station’s chief medical officer – and Dr. Ves’Dell  from the IMV Pariah agreed that everything 

regarding the pregnancy was fine and she was both stronger and in better health than she was twenty years ago. 

 After she had miscarried in 2367 shortly after the emergence of the USS Arcturus in the 24
th

 century, 

Pearson was fearful that it would happen again.  It was certainly an experience that she did not want to ever have 

happen again; especially not this time.  She knew beyond the shadow of doubt that such a thing would devastate 

both she and her husband, Konstantin Harkonnen.  And there were times through the years when she wondered if 

she truly had a miscarriage, or if something else was amiss. 

 Those thoughts surfaced again when the Pariah showed up in their reality and Commander Johannes Spaak 

asked her how Stephen was doing at Starfleet Academy, and again when the Independence-C from Spaak’s original 

reality showed up with the son she should have had aboard it.  In 2367, while the Arcturus crew was preparing for 

re-training at the Academy, Dr. Athena Arcadian – the starship’s chief medical officer – had told Pearson the baby 

was strong and healthy and she should have a relatively normal pregnancy.  Then, less than twelve hours later after 

being given a hypo during the exam, Pearson miscarried.  Seeing the young man who could have been her son face-

to-face when the Independence appeared only brought those thoughts back to the forefront again.  The visit left her 

with one nagging question in the back of her mind; one that she doubted she could face if it were to be true.  Did 

Starfleet Intelligence or Section 31 visit the sins of the father onto the child? 

 When Lady Val – Commander Spaak’s wife from the alternate reality – agreed to remain with her husband 

and family in the present reality, Pearson asked if she could covertly find out what actually happened twenty years 

earlier – the need to know spurred further on after seeing the young man that could have been her son in person and 

how much he looked like his biological father – but that quest was placed on the back burner by the outbreak of the 

war with the Kairn. 

 As far as the situation aboard the station stood, spacedock was barely operational and Starfleet Corps of 

Engineers was still repairing the damage.  A few of the civilian residents of the station had already returned, 

including Admiral Raiajh’s family – which prompted another thought in Pearson’s mind.  Twenty years earlier, 

Pearson could never have imagined Raiajh being a mother, yet Pearson now envied how she was able to handle the 

duties of running the starbase, coordinating the sector, and raising four young children at home.  Pearson knew her 

husband was not happy with Raiajh’s decision to allow Pearson to return to full duty while the war was still on-

going, especially while pregnant with twins; but it was the decision of Starfleet Medical that her pregnancy not be 

classified as high risk, despite her age and the fact she was having two children instead of one. 

 It appeared – with the destruction of the Kairn fleet – that the base would not be attacked again, but 

Harkonnen worried that the Kairn would return.  However, the station was her home, and despite the potential 

danger Pearson wanted to be there.  After all, on the edge of the frontier of the Federation there was always potential 

danger.  Pearson loved her husband and trusted his judgment, but he needed to learn to trust hers as well.  Besides, 

even the Admiral’s children and parents had returned to the station.  If it was not relatively safe, there was no way 

Raiajh would have allowed them to be there. 

 Pearson knew that she was nearing the end of this pregnancy, and only had a few weeks left to go, if that.  

She was already at 36 weeks.  She looked at the chronometer display on her desk.  She had an appointment with Dr. 

Xaran in a little while, and that knowledge excited her.  After this exam, she should finally know when she and her 

husband would finally get to hold their girls for the first time. 
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 Upon arriving at the CMO’s office, Dr. T’Pania found Dr. Sylvan Xaran at his desk, still struggling with 

the number one demon of his position, all of the paperwork. 

 “How many times has your wife offered to teach you more effective methods of handling formalities?” 

T’Pania asked. 

 “More times than I care to count,” Xaran replied. 

 Dr. T’Pania went to the replicator and ordered a cup of tea and returned to Xaran’s desk, offering to help 

with the pile of padds stacked there.  They worked together on the files until almost 0800 when Ensign Nadaja 

h’Ryea, the Andorian head nurse walked in. 

 “Good morning, Doctors,” she said.  “Doctor Xaran, Captain Pearson and Commander Harkonnen are here 

for the Captain’s appointment.” 

 “Thank you, Nadaja,” Xaran replied before the Andorian stepped back out of the room.  The CMO then 

turned to T’Pania and asked, “Care to join me?” 

 “I would.  Multiple births are quite rare amongst Vulcans; especially when the fetuses are genetically 

identical.”  The two rose and went to see Pearson, who was waiting on the exam bed for her weekly check-up.  She 

looked like she was at full-term and definitely uncomfortable.  Xaran grabbed a tricorder and began scanning her. 

 “How are you feeling, Cathryn?” he asked. 

 “The pain in my back seems worse today,” Pearson replied.  “I asked Val if she would help make it more 

bearable, but she said I had to see you first.” 

 “Good course of action, considering.  The scan indicates you should go into active labor within the next 

few days.  Probably not today; but sometime during the following 24 to 72 hours you should start feeling some 

regularity to your contractions.  You should then expect to give birth during the 24 to 48 hours that follow.  The 

twins have surpassed their individual target weight of 1.85 kilograms each and their lungs are mature.  Starting 

tomorrow, I want you to report here before and after each of your duty shifts,” Xaran instructed her; but he noticed 

Harkonnen’s worried look.  “Everything is fine, Konstantin.  I’m just monitoring Cathryn for signs of active labor.  

Until then, my best suggestion for both of you is get all the rest you can.  You’re going to need it.  I’ll see you here 

tomorrow morning, Cathryn.”  And with a nod, Xaran folded up his tricorder and walked away, leaving Harkonnen 

and Pearson alone. 

 Pearson looked up at her husband.  She held out her hand to him to help her into a standing position, which 

he obliged.  She was wearing a uniform variation which flared under the red yoke to cover her belly and allow for 

comfort, a maternity version of the standard Starfleet uniform.  It was also beginning to fit snugly around her 

abdomen. 

 “Come, I’ll walk you back to your office,” Harkonnen said as his hand rested in the small of his wife’s 

back to gently caress and comfort her.  Pearson ran her hand over her belly as they walked. 

 “Up to another week?” Pearson complained.  “Truthfully, I don’t know how Val was able to do this five 

times for over 40 weeks each time.  I feel like I’m carrying around a pile of moving bricks.  These two have been 

taking turns kicking both each other and just about every internal organ of mine they can reach.” 

 “Both Sylvan and Hans said their Vals were uncomfortable in the days before delivery.  Something about 

her physiology just seemed to help her handle it better.  You’re doing fine, Princess.” 

 “What about you?  Are you fine?” 

 “I’m fine.  Just the typical first-time-dad jitters I assume,” Harkonnen replied with a weak smile.  He had 

his own fears, but was terrified to share them with his wife, all things considered. 

 A few minutes later, upon reaching Pearson’s office, the couple said their goodbyes.  Checking to make 

sure that there was no one around that could see them, Harkonnen leaned over and kissed his wife.  Running his 

hand over her belly, he was able to feel one of the twins moving around and smiled. 

 “I see what you mean about the activity.  I’m sorry your back hurts though.  But like Sylvan said, just a few 

more days.” 



 “Trust me, Konstantin,” Pearson remarked.  “If I was able to, I’d let you carry them around for a while.  

After a few hours you’d be saying ‘enough already’.” 

 “True, but God gave that duty to you women,” Harkonnen said seriously, “because he knew that you could 

handle the pain and weight better than any male could.” 

 

* * * 

 

 Later that evening, Holosuite 14 was buzzing with activity.  Lt Commander Marie Quintero, long-time aide 

to Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, had arranged a baby shower for the station’s Executive Officer. 

 Down in the holosuite, Quintero was setting up with the help of Lady Val Spaak, Admiral Raiajh, and the 

admiral’s children Katrina and Julian and niece Ayana.  The Admiral’s year-old son was sleeping quietly in his 

carrier close by. 

 “I understand Cathryn’s mother-in-law is coming to the base in time for the birth,” Raiajh said as she set 

out napkins.  “It’s too bad she couldn’t have arrived here in time for the shower.” 

 “It’s fortunate that she should arrive in time for the birth at all, considering the twins will be born several 

weeks sooner than if the Captain were having only a single child.  Admiral, are we going to be playing any games 

tonight?” Quintero asked.  Despite being told by Raiajh that she could call her Val while off duty, Quintero never 

felt comfortable doing so – especially after her marriage to Johannes and Lady Val Spaak.  It was just too confusing 

at times. 

 “Ayana is going to be the hostess tonight, so it’s up to her if we have any games,” Raiajh replied.  “Take a 

few minutes with her to bring her up to speed while Katrina, Julian and I finish setting up.” 

 “Are you sure?  She’s only twelve,” Quintero pointed out. 

 “Marie, she requested the responsibility.  And we will both be here to help if she needs it.” 

 “Yes, ma’am,” Quintero replied as she and Lady Val took Ayana off to the side to discuss the evening’s 

agenda.  While the three were discussing the details, the holosuite doors opened to admit Lt Ashari Pel. 

 Looking over, Lady Val asked, “Where are Puck and Hans?” 

 “They said they would be along shortly, just getting some additional gifts ready,” Pel answered.  

“Something special, they said.  Professor Tolek was with them as well.” 

 “Is that so?” Lady Val replied, eyebrow arched before looking at Quintero.  “Don’t worry, whatever they 

are doing, I’m sure Cathryn and Konstantin will love it.  They’ll be along shortly.” 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 65348.8   

Starbase 719  

 

 Captain Cathryn Pearson had gone into active labor about ten hours earlier, while on duty.  Once notified, 

her husband, Commander Konstantin Harkonnen, had remained by her side the entire time.  Despite trying to 

reassure himself that everything was going to be fine, he had his recurring nightmare every night since the baby 

shower a few days earlier. 

 Although she had been monitored by Dr. Sylvan Xaran and Dr. Ves’Dell of the Pariah throughout the 

pregnancy, it was Xaran’s sister Jill who had the honor or performing the delivery this evening, as Pearson was not 

comfortable with anyone but the civilian Betazoid woman delivering the babies, especially considering the Pariah 

was away from the base for a few days and Harkonnen was there by her side. 

 “As soon as you feel your next contraction, I want you to push!” the other Dr. Xaran instructed. 

 “Can’t you just beam them out?” Pearson asked in a rather perturbed manner. 

 “Sorry, some things we still like to do the old-fashioned way.  Neither you nor the babies are in any 

distress.” 

 “Says you!” 

 “I know you can do it!  Just give me one big push!” Jill Xaran implored.  Pearson complied as the next 

contraction struck, squeezing Harkonnen’s hand tightly as she did.  Xaran looked up and saw that he was the one in 

quite a bit of pain, but he did not make a sound; bearing that pain and discomfort without complaint in support of 

that which his wife was feeling.  When the contraction eased up, so did Harkonnen’s own discomfort.  “I need one 

more push, Cathryn.  But this time, try not to break Konstantin’s hand.” 

 Pearson complied as best she could, though Harkonnen was still in quite a bit of pain each time she 

squeezed his hand.  Soon they were greeted with the sound of crying. 



 “It’s a girl!” the doctor told them.  A few minutes later, Dr. Jill Xaran made the second announcement.  

“And here’s her sister.  Computer, please make an entry in the station’s log: On stardate 65348.8, Elisabeth Rose 

and Katerina Konstantinova Harkonnen were born three minutes apart to Captain Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson and 

Commander Konstantin Dimitrievich Harkonnen.” 

 Twenty minutes later, the twins were cleaned up and Harkonnen’s hand was mended.  The new father just 

sat in a nearby chair holding Elisabeth Rose.  It all still felt a bit surreal to him, considering he waited so long to win 

over his wife.  He wanted to make sure that his fears had not come true as he looked at his daughter.  He would have 

to wait to ask Dr. Ves’Dell to perform the tests he required.  That way he knew that the results would never get back 

to Starfleet. 

 Pearson, still in the delivery bed, was holding little Katerina Konstantinova and looked over and said to her 

husband, “Sorry about your hand.” 

 “It happens.  I’m just happy it’s over,” he said with a goofy smile. 

 A moment later, Dr. Sylvan Xaran walked in and smiled as he said, “Believe me, Konstantin, it’s not over.  

In fact, it’s just beginning.” 

 “I meant my hand,” Harkonnen said deadpan. 

 Xaran looked over at Harkonnen and shook his head as he tried not to laugh.  “Jill told me about that.  Four 

hairline fractures?  I only had three after Elayne.” 

 “I heard that from Hans,” Harkonnen remarked.  “I have to say you must have been the only father to ever 

swear in multiple languages.” 

 As Harkonnen was speaking, Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh walked into the room and with a slight smile, 

remarked, “That night I picked up Andorian, Klingon, Romulan, Standard and Tellerite.  He learned it from his 

grandfather.  But... I came to see how you and Cathryn were doing, not talk about Sylvan’s grandfather.” 

 Pearson looked over at her friend and superior officer as she said, “It’s not something I want to repeat 

anytime soon, but we’re all well.” 

 Raiajh looked over at Harkonnen.  His body language indicated that he was the happiest Raiajh had ever 

seen him, just sitting there holding his daughter.  Harkonnen noticed the admiral looking his way and got up to walk 

over to Raiajh.  Showing the little dark-haired girl to the Admiral, he exclaimed, “Isn’t she beautiful?” 

 “They both are, Konstantin,” Raiajh replied.  “And this one is right where she wants to be.  Safe and secure 

in her Daddy’s arms.” 

 “Would you like to hold her?” Harkonnen asked. 

 “Another time,” Raiajh replied.  “You and Cathryn enjoy your leave, you’ve both earned it.  Right now I 

need to get to my morning briefing.” 

 

* * * 

  

 Despite not wanting to be out and away from his three-week old daughters and his wife, Commander 

Konstantin Harkonnen found himself in command of the Corsair.  The station had received reports of renegade 

Klingon ships in the area attempting to harass the Romulans aboard the Vedrex and the Graceful Flyer.  Admiral 

Raiajh asked Harkonnen to take the ship out and try and ferret out these Klingons. 

 Commander Harkonnen paced like a caged animal.  “It’s bad enough we’re still engaged in a full-scale war 

with the Kairn!  The last thing we need is a petulant Klingon in the AOR.  Time?” he growled as he looked over at 

the tactical station.  It had barely been ten minutes since he had last asked.  He was getting more and more 

aggravated ever since a message was received aboard the Corsair from Starfleet Command – specifically Admiral 

Owen Paris – accusing Harkonnen of once again stealing the vessel, a message quickly countered by one from 

Admiral Raiajh assuring Starfleet that Harkonnen had been authorized to take command of the vessel for this one 

specific mission. Neither communiqué changed the fact that the Klingons had been preying upon the Romulan 

vessels assisting the refugee colony that had been established in the station’s area of responsibility, and he did not 

like being out here trying to find the ‘renegade’ Bird of Prey that was doing it. 

 “It’s been ten minutes since you last ask sir,” Lt Ashari Pel replied with concern.  “Frankly, sir, you’re 

scaring the rest of the crew.” 

 “Damn it,” Harkonnen growled. “I’m supposed to be on leave.  Not hunting down some childish and 

immature Klingons and worrying about an equally immature and childish flag officer who has been accusing me of 

wanting to steal this ship again!” 

 “Admiral Raiajh explained the situation to Starfleet, sir,” Pel remarked.  “You have too much to lose to do 

that.  I know you wouldn’t do that to your wife and daughters.” 



 “Even if I didn’t have them I wouldn’t do it again,” Harkonnen said looking over his shoulder.  “How many 

telepaths have to pick through my brain to prove that?” 

 “I know that, sir.  There are just some people who don’t understand why you did what you did during the 

war.  There are many who believe that you should be spending your life in a penal colony, despite the fact that you 

were cleared.” 

 “Oh, I know that,” Harkonnen said frowning.  “I’m reminded of it every time I have to deal with Starfleet 

Command.” 

 “Sorry, sir.”  But before Pel got a chance to say anything else, the tactical console started alarming.  “Sir, 

I’m picking up a ship on sensors.  Warp signature definitely identifies it as Klingon.” 

 “Further scans show that it may be the specific ship we are looking for,” the security officer stated. 

 “Standing orders…shoot to kill if they board,” Harkonnen told his crew.  “Go to action stations.” 

 The security officer, Ensign Grace Parsons, who was on her first mission aboard the Corsair, activated the 

control that sounded the red alert.  The crew immediately manned their battlestations.  Pel remained at the secondary 

tactical station behind Harkonnen, routing engineering functions to the station as well in order to monitor them as 

the crew continued to monitor the approaching Klingon vessel. 

 “Open hailing frequencies,” Harkonnen ordered. 

 “Hailing frequency open,” confirmed Pel. 

 “Klingon vessel, this is the Federation starship USS Corsair.  You are operating within a recognized 

Federation Area of Responsibility.  Stand to and prepare to be boarded for inspection for contraband,” Harkonnen 

stated. 

 The crew waited several seconds for a reply.  Finally the security officer reported, “No response to our 

hails, sir.  They have, however, armed disruptors and raised shields.” 

 Before Harkonnen had a chance to comment, Pel called out, “Sir, they have fired their torpedoes at us!” 

 “Spread Delta!” Harkonnen ordered as he stood behind the tactical seat.  “Brace for impact!” 

 The security officer fired the Corsair’s torpedoes and phasers at the incoming weapons.  Several of the 

incoming torpedoes were destroyed, but two still managed to get through the barrage and hit the shields, weakening 

them enough for the final torpedo to penetrate the shields and hit the ship’s hull directly. 

 “Return fire,” Harkonnen ordered.  “Focus on engines and power plants.  We have to immobilize these 

idiots.” 

 Parsons quickly returned fire, trying to focus on the Klingon vessel’s engines.  However, their torpedoes 

and phasers had little effect beyond draining the Klingon’s shields slightly before the Bird of Prey fired another 

volley of disruptor fire and torpedoes toward the Federation ship, causing everyone on the bridge to brace for impact 

again.  In spite of some complicated maneuvers, two of the Klingon torpedoes managed to penetrate the Corsair’s 

shields again and strike the ship’s ablative armor. 

 “Damn it,” Harkonnen snapped as he reached over Parsons and punched a set of commands into her 

console that activated the Corsair’s warp de-stabilizer.  The field enveloped the Klingon vessel and the crew 

watched as the cascade effect caused the Klingon’s shields to collapse.  “When I tell you to neutralize a damn vessel 

you use the warp de-stabilizer first.  That takes down their bloody shields as well as their damn warp drive!”  He 

glared at Parsons as he added, “Know the damn ship you are assigned to, including its weapons systems and 

capabilities and how to use them, damn it!  Now disable their damn power plants!”    

 “Captain, I was told by the station’s Chief of Operations that those systems were disabled and removed 

from the Corsair.  I have no reason to question Commander Torres, sir,” Parsons replied. 

 “I had them replaced,” Harkonnen snapped.  “They are the perfect defensive weapon for an interdiction 

vessel.  Why do you think the new Berlin-class cutters have been equipped with the damn things?” 

 “Sir, the Klingons managed to fire off one last volley before the de-stabilizer hit them!” Pel announced.  

“Incoming!” 

 Everyone on the Corsair’s bridge braced for impact again.  This time two torpedoes and a breech pod 

penetrated the shields and struck the ship’s armor. 

 “Damn, too late,” Harkonnen growled as alarms started to go off, letting the crew know that the Corsair 

was being boarded.  “All crew, repel boarders!” 

 Parsons started grabbing phaser rifles from a locker under her station and handing them to all the officers 

on the bridge. 

 “Ops, lock a tractor beam on that ship.  Keep hitting their power plants and weapons!” Harkonnen ordered 

as one of the bridge doors opened and a small horde of Klingons rushed in, bat’leths at the ready.  “Defend the 

bridge!” he added as he moved to block a bat’leth blade that was aimed at the operations officer. 



 Using his phaser rifle more as a club than an energy weapon, Harkonnen defended himself and those still 

working at the consoles around him as he ordered, “Use the close in tractor beams to bring them up tight!”  

Harkonnen was turning to face another adversary when he was unexpectedly hit in the shoulder and side of his face 

with the beam from a disruptor. 

 Parsons continued to strike at the nearly disabled Klingon ship, finally bringing its resistance to an end.  

She then engaged the tractor beam and pulled the ship in close alongside the Corsair.  Meanwhile, Harkonnen 

stumbled back and growled as his hair caught fire from the disruptor beam that had hit him.  He turned his rifle in 

his hand and quickly returned fire, killing the Klingon that had attacked him before damping the fire. 

 “Weapons spread Omega Seven,” Harkonnen ordered as he sank to the deck and fought to remain 

conscious. 

 Parsons activated the programmed field of fire, and much to her surprise the weapons broke the back of the 

Klingon vessel. 

 “That’s how you deal with Klingons like these,” Harkonnen explained, his voice unsteady.  “You break 

their backs… make them see reason… then put them back together, and if you are lucky they learn not to screw with 

you.  But only if… in position… of… strength…” Harkonnen stated, faltering at the end.  His eyes closed as he 

turned his head in the direction of Ashari Pel.  “Lieutenant, Pel, man the helm.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Lt Pel replied, moving around and assuming the seat at the helm station.  “Damage control 

teams are on their way to clean up the mess on the bridge.”  Harkonnen struggled back up to his feet, looking 

extremely unsteady.  Pel added, “Should I have medical report to the bridge, too?” 

 “Yes,” Harkonnen said as he slumped in the command chair, his face and shoulder still smoldering.  “Get 

the ship back to the station.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Pel replied, summoning medical to the bridge before plotting a course back to Home Plate. 

 Ensign Parsons looked at Harkonnen with concern, thinking it would take too long for medical aid to 

respond. 

  “Computer, activate EMH,” she ordered, hoping there were holoemitters on the bridge. 

 “The Corsair doesn’t have an EMH on the bridge, Ensign,” Harkonnen explained with a pained expression.  

“Damn things are too easy to be tampered with.” 

 Seconds later, Dr. Sylvan Xaran emerged on the bridge with two orderlies.  Simply looking at Harkonnen, 

the doctor stated, “Let’s get you down to the medical bay.  I’m going to need to patch you up before we get back 

home.  I promised your wife I’d return you the same way you left.” 

 “I ain’t leaving the bridge,” Harkonnen remarked stubbornly as he looked at Xaran. The doctor noted 

Harkonnen had severe third degree burns and should have been unconscious.  “My job is to bring this ship back and 

that’s what I’m doing.” 

 “Lieutenant Pel can take care of getting the ship back to base.  My job is to treat those burns on your face, 

and I can’t do it here.” 

 “Go to the sickbay, Commander,” Pel implored.  “I’ll make sure the Corsair gets back to base safely.” 

 Harkonnen looked up at Xaran with his one good eye.  “The pain might be bad, but it’s manageable.  Just 

let me do my job.”  He then returned his attention forward as he ordered, “Helm, max speed.  Doctor, there are 

Klingons who need you more than I do.” 

 “I’ll be the judge of that,” Xaran remarked.  “You are as stubborn as any other captain in Starfleet, 

Konstantin.  You may be in command of this ship right now, but in case you forgot, when it comes to medical 

matters, I can order you to report to sickbay; and I am.  My staff will take care of the Klingons.” 

 “Doctor, I am okay,” Harkonnen insisted. 

 Xaran shook his head.  “You are not okay, but since we are only a half-hour away from the base, I’ll leave 

it be.  However, I’m staying here to monitor you, and I’ll be taking you directly to the base infirmary as soon as we 

dock.  And I’m not arguing with you about that.” 

 “I can live with that.  Just don’t let Cathryn see me like this,” Harkonnen said seriously, referring to his 

wife.  “And I’ll fix my own face.” 

 “We’ll talk about that when we get to the base,” Xaran replied. 

 “Good,” Harkonnen replied, his voice barely a whisper as he passed out from the pain. 

 “I was wondering when his adrenaline would run out.  He should have passed out several minutes ago,” 

Xaran remarked as he directed the orderlies to place Harkonnen on a gurney.  “Get him to the medical bay, and do 

what you can to keep him unconscious.  We’ll repair his injuries after we get back to the base.”  Xaran then looked 

at the next most senior officer on the bridge and said, “Lieutenant Pel, take command.  Contact the base and tell 

them we have a medical emergency.  Despite the Commander’s request, I need to speak to Captain Pearson.” 

 



* * * 

 

 Upon reaching Starbase 719, the Corsair entered the still damaged spacedock and moored inside.  As the 

casualties from the recent firefight with the Klingons were being transferred to the various infirmaries on the base, 

with the most severe being sent to Infirmary 1 with Dr. Xaran, the crew was met at the gangway entrance by Captain 

Cathryn Pearson and Commander Harkonnen’s mother, Lexi Harkonnen; another qualified physician.  Pearson and 

Harkonnen’s twin infant daughters waited on the deck next to the pair in their carriers. 

 As Harkonnen’s antigrav gurney was pushed through the doorway, Pearson grew concerned when she saw 

the damage to her husband’s face; injuries that were very similar to what she herself had had experienced during the 

Battle of Cardassia more than a decade earlier.  Pearson and the elder Harkonnen followed along, each carrying one 

of the twin infants, as Xaran took the Commander straight to a surgical bed in the main infirmary and began treating 

him.  As he started his work, Lexi Harkonnen moved up beside him. 

 “Let me take care of this, Doctor Xaran,” she said to him. 

 “You’re too close to the patient.  It would not be advisable for you to tend to your son in this condition,” 

Xaran replied. 

 “Doctor, please,” the elder Harkonnen said, nearly begging.  “Let me.  It’s a family matter.” 

 “That’s precisely the reason why you should not,” Xaran countered.  “You are too close.  Too emotionally 

invested.” 

 Pearson moved over and placed her hands on her mother-in-law’s arms, trying to move her away from the 

table.  “Please let Sylvan do his job,” she requested.  “He knows what he’s doing, Lexi.  He’s extremely good 

healing these kinds of injuries.  I trust him.” 

   “I don’t doubt his ability, Cathryn,” Dr. Harkonnen replied with a frown.  “It’s something else.  

Something that requires I be the one to treat Konstantin.” 

 “Please just let Sylvan do his job!  He knows how to be discreet,” Pearson implored.  “He’s right.  You are 

too close to Konstantin to be doing this.” 

 As the two women talked, verging on an argument, Xaran took advantage of the opportunity to begin 

healing Commander Harkonnen’s wounds per the directions of his wife, who in Xaran’s opinion had the right to 

direct her husband’s medical care when he was unable to do so himself. 

 Attempting to ignore her daughter-in-law, Dr. Harkonnen turned back toward her son just in time to see 

Xaran activate a dermal regenerator over his wounded face. 

 “Doctor, no!” she yelled, but it was too late.  The medical device was already regenerating the skin and 

muscle burned away by the Klingon disruptor.  Once Xaran was done, it left Harkonnen looking almost as young as 

a first year cadet at Starfleet Academy.  “Too late,” Dr. Harkonnen remarked sadly, sighing. 

 Pearson reached for her husband’s hand, her jaw hanging open in shock.  “He looks like he should be 

getting ready to graduate Starfleet Academy, not commanding a starship!” she remarked. 

 “That’s because he does not age as fast as most humans do,” Dr. Harkonnen admitted as she stroked her 

son’s hair.  “Barring any catastrophes, he should live to be over 200 years old.” 

 Dr. Xaran ran his tricorder over Harkonnen to determine why the regeneration treatment worked as well as 

it did.  When he was finished, he quietly said, “He’s a lot like my cousin, Jethro.”  Then to Dr. Harkonnen he added, 

“Can I speak to you privately?  We can leave Cathryn to watch over Konstantin.” 

 “No.  Cathryn should hear this, Doctor,” Dr. Harkonnen replied.  “She should know what kind of family 

she has married into.  A family of augments.”  Dr. Harkonnen looked at Dr. Xaran as she said, “If you’re related to 

Jethro Spaight, you probably already know who founded our family.” 

 “I first found out about Jethro about eight years ago,” Xaran explained.  “Starfleet assigned me to join the 

crew of the USS Independence to help him adjust and acclimate to our present time.  I learned he was the lone 

survivor of a ship that the Indy discovered in the depths of space that left Earth in the last decade of the 20
th

 century 

on a mission to hunt down Khan Noonien Singh and his followers.  By the time I arrived aboard, I found out that he 

and my cousin Addie had married in spite of knowing each other for no more than a day.  I also happen to know that 

Jethro was one of the genetically engineered superman people call augments, and that both Konstantin and Hans 

Spaak are distantly related to him.  However, I would believe many of those augmentations would have been diluted 

away over the course of nearly 400 years?” 

 “I know a little about this, Lexi,” Pearson admitted.  “Ves explained to me that she maintains a stock of a 

retrovirus common to your family.  It scared me when Konstantin got upset and started to cry when I told him that 

chances are I would probably live only another 35 or 40 years at most.  Ves started me on treatments shortly after 

the Pariah arrived, because I asked her if she knew of any way that might help me to live longer.” 



 Dr. Harkonnen looked at her daughter-in-law as she explained, “That first hypo she gave you introduced 

the retrovirus into your system that hides many of the augmentations while also building up your body up to accept 

them.  Those vitamins I understand you have been taking as well are also helping.  Everyone who marries into our 

family begins taking those vitamin shots.  Hidden within the vitamin therapy are additional genetic markers that 

allow the genetic material left behind by interaction with your husband to help augment your own genetic structure; 

to make you more like us; to make you live longer and healthier.  Haven’t you noticed anything different about 

yourself?” 

 “A little, but I thought it was just all in my head,” Pearson replied.  “Since not long after the wedding, I feel 

like I’m back in my 20’s again.  Little aches and pains have been healing quicker.” 

 “That’s part of it,” Dr. Harkonnen confirmed. 

 “It would have been nice if your family had given me some choice in the matter instead of pumping me full 

of new genetic material,” Pearson remarked, a slight feeling of anger growing inside of her. 

 “You’re still the ‘older woman’ to my son, but he loves and adores you.  And we can’t let you simply die 

and leave him alone, so we’ve been doing what we have to,” the elder Harkonnen replied.  “Puck and the doctor on 

Hans’ ship have been working on ways to help extend your lifespan.  We were worried that you were too old for the 

treatments to work, but Ves promised that it would.  And thanks to Puck’s knowledge about the phased radiation 

particles from the Briar Patch, Ves’ treatments have been allowed it to take hold.  By the time we’re through, you’ll 

live just as long as Konstantin will.”  Dr. Harkonnen sighed softly as she added, “He’s been terrified that you would 

find out and report what we are because he knows you are duty bound as a Federation official to do so, and he didn’t 

want that to happen; to force you to choose between him and your career.” 

 “I can’t say anything to anyone now, Lexi, because thanks to your family I would be implicating myself as 

well.”  Pearson released a deep breath as she said, “I inadvertently asked for this from Ves.  However, if it makes 

you feel better, if I were forced to choose between Konstantin and Starfleet, I would of course choose him.  Family 

has always been more important to me; in spite of the fact I lost most of mine back in the 23
rd

 century.  Starfleet has 

been my surrogate family to this point, but now I have a real family of my own once again.  Regardless of what I 

have with Starfleet, Konstantin and the girls will ALWAYS come first, even if I have to give up my career for 

them.” 

 “That’s just it!” Dr. Harkonnen protested.  “Konstantin doesn’t want you to change.  When he finds out 

we’ve done this, without the knowledge of either of you, he’s going to be very upset.  He never wanted what he sees 

as a curse to be passed on.  Why do you think he’s been crying over the girls?” 

 “The girls are fine, Lexi,” Pearson remarked.  “In fact, they appear stronger and healthier than other 

children born five weeks early.  They didn’t even need any supplemental support in ICU after they were born.  They 

took to feeding immediately and have gained weight consistently since birth, even to the surprise of their 

pediatrician.” 

 Dr. Harkonnen looked at her daughter-in-law with an expression of disbelief, as if Pearson could not add 

two and two together.  Finally she said, “That’s because they are augments, just like us.  And in all likelihood they 

carry an active version of the retrovirus, because they received the necessary genetic components from both parents.  

Let’s hope that when they get a little older they don’t think they can use their abilities to carry the Admiral or Lady 

Val around like a baby doll.” 

 “I’m just happy that they are healthy,” Pearson remarked.  “As they get older, however, they will learn 

quickly that Mommy doesn’t appreciate misbehaving.” 

 With the tension that had been building up around the surgical table abating, Dr. Harkonnen remarked, “I 

just can’t wait till you give birth to his first son.  You thought it was strange that I showed up all the way out in the 

hinterlands for the birth of the girls, you haven’t seen anything yet.  When you have a boy, not only will I be here, 

but so will his grandparents, great-grandparents, great-great grandfather and even his father.”  The statement made 

Pearson’s eyes go wide.  “What’s wrong?” Harkonnen asked Pearson as she smiled sweetly. 

 “Konstantin and I haven’t even talked about additional children yet,” Pearson replied.  “I’m still not sure if 

I want to go through that again, as much as it felt great to hold Elisabeth and Katerina once it was all over.” 

 “You will,” the elder Harkonnen said with a knowing smile.  “All women say that, but we always go 

through it again and again.  Although, by the time the two of you are intimate again, you will have a surprise.” 

 “Don’t tell me, I don’t want to know,” Pearson complained.  She then turned to Xaran and asked, “Was it 

because of his augmentation that it took so much for Konstantin to pass out form the pain he was in?” 

 Xaran looked at Dr. Harkonnen and replied, “Since discovering that he is an augment I was wondering 

about that myself.  At first I thought it was from an adrenaline rush, but what you have told me explains everything, 

including why he’s still alive.  The burns he received were even worse than the ones Cathryn suffered during the 

Battle of Cardassia.” 



 Xaran retrieved another medical tool from a storage drawer nearby and leaning over the unconscious 

Harkonnen ran the device across his face, aging him to make the Commander look like he had before the Klingons 

boarded the Corsair. 

 “We are like this for a reason,” Lexi Harkonnen remarked.  “To better save lives; to better protect and 

defend others.  I’m sure you’ve read Jethro’s diaries.  If you have, you understand us and know why we are the way 

we are.” 

 “I’ve read them,” Xaran confirmed.  “And although I don’t condone the genetic engineering of the human 

race and agree with the Federation’s restrictions against it, I do understand you.  I will keep your secret.” 

 The elder Harkonnen looked at her daughter-in-law – more like an actual daughter after the secret she 

revealed that day.  Pearson nodded and said, “Sylvan can be trusted.  I’ve known him for over twenty years.” 

 “I know,” Dr. Harkonnen responded.  “Our greatest concern was putting you in a position where you would 

have to choose between your duty to Starfleet and our secret.” 

 “Like I said earlier, I would choose family over Starfleet,” Pearson replied.  “It was how I was raised.  I 

may be changing on a genetic level, but you cannot change how I was raised.  Family always comes first.” 

 “I understand,” Dr. Harkonnen said.  “But I’m sure you know how Konstantin is.” 

 “I know,” Pearson replied.  “But you have to admit; just marrying Konstantin probably put my career in 

jeopardy.  I married him because I love him, and I don’t give a damn about what anyone else thinks.  If it means that 

my Starfleet career is over, then so be it.  Part of the reason why Konstantin fell in love with me was because of my 

love for family.” 

 “And for your professionalism,” Dr. Harkonnen said softly.  “You treated him with respect when you 

arrested him.  And you performed your job despite the fact you didn’t think he deserved to be arrested.” 

 “At the time of his arrest I had already known him for three years.  I knew how he thought and I knew why 

he did what he did.  It was why I gave him the respect that I did during his arrest,” Pearson replied. 

 “He has loved you for a very long time.  And you made us all very happy when you married him.” 

 “He’s made me happy every day since he came back into my life.  I missed his friendship all those years I 

thought he no longer wanted to see me.  I just wish I had known that wasn’t the case.  That I had been told a lie.” 

 “As do we,” Dr. Harkonnen said softly.  “That redheaded doctor… well, my husband contacted me right 

before we received the news that Konstantin had been hurt in battle.  He’s about to have his marriage annulled and is 

facing charges for what he did.” 

 “That doesn’t surprise me,” Pearson said.  “Like I have said before in regard to Jack Simmons; he will get 

everything he deserves in the end.  However, I don’t think any of the charges will stick because there is only 

circumstantial evidence and it’s my word against his that the packages were returned by him in my name.” 

 “He confessed to T’Lannia about what he did,” Dr. Harkonnen informed.  “The charges against him are 

severe but will likely only net him minor punishment.” 

 “I don’t want him to be punished for what he did.  In spite of everything, he worked hard to get where he is.  

I understand why he did what he did, and in the end I forgave him.  That should be the end of it.” 

 Behind Pearson and Dr. Harkonnen, Konstantin Harkonnen moaned softly, beginning to wake.  Hearing her 

husband stir, Pearson moved close to him and stroked his hair. 

 “It’s ok, Konstantin.  You’re in the station infirmary.  Your injuries are being tended to.   Everything is 

going to be fine.” 

 Harkonnen slowly reached up.  At first Pearson thought he was going to grasp her hand, but instead he 

touched the side of his face where he had been shot and felt the smooth skin there, already healed. 

 “Who…?”  he asked, wondering who it had been that fixed the damage. 

 “Sylvan did,” Pearson replied.  “But don’t worry.  He will keep your secret.  But we need to talk about this 

later.” 

 “You…?”  Harkonnen looked into Pearson’s eyes with terror.  “You know?” 

 “I know, but it doesn’t change how I feel about you,” Pearson admitted. 

 Harkonnen looked at his wife and smiled.  “Even though I look like a kid?” 

 “So?  You are still the man I fell in love with.  And besides, Sylvan fixed your face.  No one will know, 

except those of us here right now.”  Her tone of voice changed slightly, fear evident in her manner.  “There is 

something I need to tell you that you may not want to hear.” 

 Harkonnen nodded, the medications he had been pumped full of causing him to fall back asleep again. 

 “You sleep now.  We’ll talk more later,” she remarked, bending down and giving him a kiss on his cheek. 

 

* * * 

 



 When Harkonnen awoke again some time later, Dr. Xaran gave him a cursory exam and decided the 

commander was well enough to return to his quarters with his wife and their two daughters.  Once back in his own 

bed, he went back to sleep again, waking a day later.  He walked out into the main living area, where his mother 

Lexi Harkonnen was changing Katerina while Pearson fed Elisabeth.  Harkonnen paused and leaned against the wall 

as he watched his mother and wife with his twin daughters. 

 “The most beautiful sight in the universe.” 

 Pearson, startled by her husband’s voice, looked up and smiled.  “Are you feeling any better?” 

 “I just had a nightmare,” he said smiling.  “The only good part of it was when I broke the back of a Klingon 

warship.” 

 “That was no nightmare, Konstantin,” Pearson informed him.  “You did disable a Klingon ship during 

battle by breaking its back while you fought off a Klingon boarding party.”  Looking at him quizzically she 

asked, “Do you not remember what happened?” 

 Harkonnen looked at his wife, terrified. 

 “Then you know?  That I’m not human?” he asked with his voice trembling. 

 Pearson looked at her husband as she said, “You are as human as I am, Konstantin.” 

 Another jolt of fear shot up Harkonnen’s spine. 

 “You… know…?” he asked softly. 

 “I know.  But there’s more than that.  After the Pariah arrived, I spoke with Dr. Ves’Dell about ways to 

extend my life.  I was very concerned after you became upset when I said I would only live perhaps 40 more years, 

and I promised to do what I could to live longer.  She started a gene therapy treatment to help me live longer,” 

Pearson told him. 

 Harkonnen stepped fully into the living room, squatting down and resting his head against his wife’s knee. 

 “I love you, Cathryn, which is why I didn’t want to do this to you.” 

 “I love you too, Konstantin, but you didn’t do anything,” Pearson assured.  “I did what I did on my own 

and I don’t regret it.  Family is more important.  I want to be there for you and the girls.  And this way, baring 

unforeseen accidents, I know I can be.”  She tussled Harkonnen’s hair as she added, “I hope you aren’t upset with 

me?” 

 “I can’t be upset with you,” he replied quietly.  “I just didn’t want our children to live with the same fear as 

I have had to live with my entire life.” 

 “With people like Jethro Spaight and Julian Bashir around, those fears are beginning to die off, Konstantin.  

And those fears will be put on a back burner if what you and Hans Spaak fear about an impending war with the 

Klingons comes true,” Pearson remarked.  She then patted the seat next to her on the couch and said, “Come, sit next 

to me and your mom will bring over a bottle so you can feed Katerina.” 

 “Okay,” Harkonnen said softly as he sat down on the couch and looked into his wife’s eyes and smiled 

sadly.  “But I am still scared about our children being the victims of discrimination.” 

 “Like it matters?” Pearson replied in a joking manner.  “Chances are they will be bossing you around 

aboard the Wildcat when they get older.” 

 “Oh, they can try,” Harkonnen remarked with a grin.  A moment later, Dr. Harkonnen carried Katerina and 

a bottle full of formula over to the couch and handed the infant girl to her father.  He leaned over and whispered 

something into Pearson’s ear, provoking a smirk on his mother’s face.  She turned and walked away, composing her 

facial expression as she said, “I’ll be back later.  I think the two of you have things under control for now.” 

 “Thanks, Mummy,” Harkonnen said as he blushed.  “I keep forgetting that exceptional hearing runs in the 

family.” 

 As Dr. Harkonnen walked out of the door of the quarters, she replied back, “Don’t worry about it.  I didn’t 

hear a thing.”  And before Harkonnen had a chance to remark, the door closed behind her. 

 

The End 


